Product Overview

Preassembled
Firefighting Stations

CHEMGUARD preassembled fixed foam stations are used to control fires or spills of
flammable or combustible liquids. Commonly installed in process, handling and
storage areas; foam firefighting stations are available in a bladder-tank style and as
self-contained units.
Control fires and spills

Flexibility and power to fight fires
and spills
n Custom adaptability
n Large agent capacity and long
discharge time
n Protection of multiple and remote
hazard areas
n Effective suppressing and securing
capability

The CHEMGUARD Hose Reel Foam Station is a self-contained unit that relies only on
water flow and pressure to place the system into operation. It is designed to be installed
in a fixed location such as processing, storage or handling areas where it is used to
control fires or spills of flammable or combustible liquids. The unit is constructed so one
person may operate it to its full potential with the speed and effectiveness necessary in
an emergency.
Instant, single-person operation
Continuous-Flow Hose Reel Units are typically installed in areas that require supplemental
(foam/water) fire protection. Constructed of galvanized carbon steel, these stations
feature manual rewind and are equipped with booster hose and a handline nozzle.
Taking advantage of water power
The CHEMGUARD Water-Powered Oscillating Monitor Station is a self-contained unit
that only relies on water flow and pressure for the system to operate. Filling the
foam concentrate storage tank with the correct type and quantity of foam concentrate
and connecting a suitable water source to the inlet places the unit in operation.
Self-contained foam proportioning
The CHEMGUARD Bladder Tank/Foam Station is a selfcontained foam proportioning system that requires no
external power other than suitable water supply to
place the unit in operation. Compact in size, bladder
tanks and foam stations are ideal for supplying foam
solution to various handline nozzles. Other design
applications include small fixed systems protecting
flammable liquid storage areas.

applications for
PREASsEMBLED FIREFIGHTING
STATIONS
Aircraft hangars
Chemical processing plants
Heliports
Marinas
Natural gas industries
Off-shore platforms
Petroleum and petrochemical
industries

The final authority in fire protection
A global leader in foam fire protection solutions, CHEMGUARD offers engineering and
design expertise, quality manufacturing and unmatched customer support. CHEMGUARD
foam agents and hardware can meet your fire suppression needs for a broad range of
applications.
A Passion for Protection
Dedicated customer support. Extensive product portfolio. Engineering excellence. Trusted,
proven brands. Tyco Fire Protection Products offers all of these attributes, plus a passion
for protection. It’s what drives us to create solutions to help safeguard what matters
most — your valued people, property and business.
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